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Driftsonde
Driftsonde is a cost-effective platform for deploying miniature dropsondes over oceans and remote
arctic and continental regions where insitu measurements from radiosondes are not possible. The newly
developed MIST dropsonde provides observations of wind, temperature, pressure and humidity, and can
be dropped from Driftsonde gondola during a mission lasting several days or several weeks.

Total Payload
Weight
42kg

CNES 12-meter Super
Pressure Balloon
filled with Helium

~12 meters

Requestable Facility

EOL Earth Observing Laboratory
National Center for Atmospheric Research

PressureTemperature Sensors
& Gas Relief Valve

Parachute

Radar Reflector

~20 meters

CNES Payload
Driftsonde Gondola
(21kg - deploys MIST
sondes)

Aircraft Transporter
/Strobe Light

Temperature Sensors

Driftsonde Flight Train

Applications:

System Capabilities:

»»Study the forecast impact of additional
measurements taken over data sparse
regions (e.g. oceans, artic regions)

»»Flight duration of a few days (zero pressure
balloon) to several weeks (super pressure
balloon)

»»Complement the capabilities of satellite
observations

»»Balloon flight altitudes 100hPa to 30hPa

»»Provide calibration and validation for new
satellite-based techniques (e.g., constituent
track winds, water vapor tracking, Doppler
LIDAR measurements in clear air)

»»Web-based operation control center and
data display

»»Payload up to 50 miniature Dropsonde
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Driftsonde

Contact: Terry Hock hock@ucar.edu
http://www.eol.ucar.edu/driftsonde

Balloon Inflation
Driftsonde Goldola Ready to Launch
Requesting Driftsondes
The Driftsonde is not currently requestable through
of the NSF/LAOF deployment pool.
Separate funding for field deployment expenses, as
well as the manufacture and testing of the gondolas
and MIST Sondes, must be provided.
For more information on requesting the Driftsonde,
contact Terry Hock: hock@ucar.edu

Driftsonde Flight Paths during T-PARC
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